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Vanities & Other Cabinets
To clean your vanity, simply wipe down your vanity with a damp soft cloth and, only if necessary, a small amount of
non‑bleach, non-abrasive household cleanser. Treat your Strasser Woodenworks vanity like any other piece of furniture.
Do not use abrasive cleansers on any part of your bath cabinet and
never use a scouring pad or sponge.
Never use bleach, solvents (like nail polish remover) or harsh cleaners on your cabinets.
Never leave standing water on the floor in contact with your vanity base or legs. Do not leave wet linen in contact with
finished wood surfaces for long periods of time.

Mirrors
Clean mirrors with a glass cleaner that does not contain ammonia or vinegar and use only on glass surfaces and
never use a glass cleaner on finished frames of mirrors, medicine cabinet door frames or any other non-glass surfaces of
your Simplicity cabinets! Doing so will, over time, damage the finish.

Vitreous China Tops
Never stand or sit on a china top. Applying an uneven pressure to tops may cause cracking!
Be careful to not drop heavy objects onto china tops or into basins.
Never pour boiling water onto a china top or into the basin. Doing so will very likely crack the surface!
For routine cleaning, simply wipe down your vanity top with a damp cloth or paper towel and, if necessary, a small
amount of non-bleach, non-abrasive household cleanser.
China tops are virtually impervious to staining but will still dull over time if harsh scouring cleansers and pads are used.

Thank you for purchasing

Simplicity by STRASSER WOODENWORKS Products for your bath.

If you have questions, don't hesitate to call our Customer Service
Toll Free 1-800-445-0494, 7am-4pm Pacific Coast Time.
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